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Abstract Ultraweak intrinsic bioluminescence of cancer
cell is a noninvasive method of assessing bioenergetic status
of the investigated cells. This weak biophoton emission
generated by prostate cancer cells (PC3) was measured in
the presence of Ag nanoparticles and its correlation with
singlet oxygen production was investigated. The compari-
son between nanoparticles concentration, bioluminescence
intensity, and cell survival showed that Ag nanoparticles do
not significantly affect cell survival at used concentration
but they increase cell bioluminescent processes. It was also
confirmed that singlet oxygen contributes to biophoton
emission, that Ag nanoparticles increase this contribution,
and that there are secondary mechanisms independent of
singlet oxygen by which Ag nanoparticles contribute to
increased cellular bioluminescence, possibly through
plasmon resonance enhancement of intrinsic fluorescence.
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BPE Biophoton emission
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1 Introduction

Luminescence investigation is a fundamental tool in cellular
biology and a useful method in understanding molecular
mechanisms of medical therapies. One of these methods is
the measurement of intrinsic bioluminescence of living tis-
sue, process also called biophoton emission (BPE) (Popp et
al. 1988; Cohen and Popp 1997; Kobayashi and Inaba 2000;
Chang 2008). The advantage of using BPE is that it moni-
tors intrinsic processes of the investigated biological system
versus the interaction of the system with an external stimu-
lus, be it light in fluorescence, magnetic field in MRI, X-ray
in CT, etc. It was demonstrated that all cells emits light
during normal metabolic processes ( Kobayashi and Inaba
2000; Chang 2008). However, due to its extremely low
intensity and its sensitivity to interaction with ambient light,
this intrinsic bioluminescence was rarely used as a monitor-
ing tool for cells’ physiology or pathology. The typical light
emission is in the order of tens of photons per second per
square centimeter of tissue hence the term biophoton is used
more often and only very sensitive and very low noise
phototomultipliers are used to record it. One of the emis-
sion’s mechanisms was correlated with the generation of
metastable excited states by high energetic metabolic pro-
cesses (cellular respiration, phagocytosis, mitosis, neural
activity) and by oxidative reactions (Cilento 1988;
Villablanca and Cilento 1985; Devaraj et al. 1997; Van
Wijk et al. 2008). Most common identified excited mole-
cules are intrinsic fluorophores, singlet oxygen, or excited
carbonil (Villablanca and Cilento 1985). Other suggested
sources are excitons in macromolecules, particularly DNA
and collagen ( Popp et al. 1984; Brizhik et al. 2001; Brizhik
2008). Since all these mechanisms are intimately related to
each cell’s functions, BPE analysis was proposed as a non-
invasive descriptor at deep quantum level of biological
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systems (Cohen and Popp 1997; Chang 2008; Popp et al.
1994; Hossu and Rupert 2006) and it was suggested to be a
global indicator of viability, reactivity, and health of a living
organism (Popp et al. 1994; Bajpai 2003; Hossu and Rupert
2006).

Since cancer is one of the major causes of death any new
in vivo and in vitro study could potentially reflect into life-
saving protocols. Understanding molecular events including
luminescence in cancer could provide helpful insights on the
action mechanism of various therapies, whereas monitoring
cells behavior through luminescence could also help in
identifying specific points of intervention into cellular func-
tions. Few attempts were performed to measure the intrinsic
BPE of cancer cells (Grasso et al. 1992; Amano et al. 1995;
Kim et al. 2005a, b, 2006) indentifying mostly the differ-
ences between cancer and normal tissues. Based on these
results BPE was also proposed as a possible noninvasive
imaging method to identify cancer (Kim et al. 2006; Takeda
et al. 2004; Popp 2009).

On the other hand silver nanoparticles (AgNP) were
extensively evaluated for their interaction with biological
systems, mostly for their antimicrobial and antiseptic prop-
erties (Lansdown 2006; Chen and Schluesener 2008; Rai et
al. 2009). AgNP’s low toxicity for normal cells and their
intrinsic antimicrobial characteristics might be of benefit if
they will also be used in cancer therapy (Nowack 2010).
However, recent data show that in higher concentrations,
AgNP may be cytotoxic (El Badawy et al. 2011;
Hackenberg et al. 2011; AshaRani et al. 2009), effect that
may be detrimental for normal physiology but helpful in
oncology. It was also shown that in a plant system AgNP
intensify BPE (Hossu et al. 2010) without interfering with
normal plant curing mechanisms; however, no data are
available for correlation between intrinsic BPE of cancer
cells and AgNP. Therefore this BPE study of cancer cells in
the presence of AgNP will provide a window into direct
effect of these NPs onto high energetic cellular processes,
without the interferences from external intervention. Since
one major therapeutic mechanism in cancer is based on
reactive oxygen species (ROS) mainly singlet oxygen
(1O2) and

1O2 is also involved in BPE we specifically tested
the correlation between BPE and 1O2 generation in the
presence of AgNP.

2 Materials and methods

Chemicals used were of analytical grade from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) and used without further
purification. 1O2 chemiluminescent sensor: trans-1-(2′-
Methoxyvinyl)pyrene (MVP) was purchased from
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) and diluted to a concentration
of 10 μM before use. Sodium azide (NaN3) solution was

prepared in 10 μM concentration. AgNP were prepared
according to previously described methods by standard
wet chemical synthesis based on reduction reactions
(Huang et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008; Hossu et al. 2010).
The initial dimensions of AgNPs were estimated to be 6–
20 nm, verified by dynamic light scattering and transmission
electron microscopy as shown in Fig. 1. They were kept in a
separate dark storage chamber at room temperature. The
initial concentration was estimated at 10−8M (6×109

NP/μL) based on chemistry ratios and confirmed using
absorption spectrometry.

A photon counting system (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.,
Hamamatsu, Japan) was used to observe time-dependent
photon emission intensity. The system is equipped with a
H6180-1 photomultiplier tube (PMT) providing a maximum
spectral response from 240 to 630 nm and a C8855 counting
system, operating at room temperature. The gate time for
collecting the photon signal from the PMT was set at 1 s.
The measuring room was light proofed with dark materials
and only a red radiological safe light was used during the
manipulation of the chemicals and cells to minimize delayed
luminescence. The PMT was placed inside a custom made
dark chamber equipped with thermostat controlled heating
pad and the dark count was measured at the beginning of
each experiment to ensure that its value was at the level of
the instrument noise, i.e., seven to nine counts per second
(CPS). This insured that any signal recorded was from the
sample and not due to transient changes of a residual light in
the room or in the dark chamber. The distance between the

Fig. 1 HR TEM of AgNP in low and high magnification (insert).
Relative spherical shape of the particles is seen in low magnification
and fringes of crystalline structure are seen in high magnification
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PMT and the sample was 5 mm in all measurements. Each
set of data consisting of up to 10,000 measurements was
recorded using C8855’s operating software (Hamamatsu,
Japan) and processed using Microsoft® Office Excel™
2007 and OriginPro™ 8.5.0.

PC3 cell line was purchased from ATCC (American Type
Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) and cultured using sup-
plier’s media and instructions. For BPE measurements, the
cells were subcultured in six-well plates using 1 mL of
suspension, 1×105 cells/mL, in an MCO-18AIC Sanyo
incubator (Sanyo North America, San Diego, CA) at 370C
and 5 % CO2. The cells were left to reach 80 % confluence
for 48 h. Various concentrations of AgNPs solution were
added corresponding to a range of 10−10 to 10−9M. For 1O2

evidence 10 μL of MVP or NaN3 were added to the cell
wells immediately before measurements. All experiments
were performed in triplicates and average results and stan-
dard deviation were presented.

Cytotoxicity was assessed by trypan blue dye exclusion
and by colorimetric 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-
diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) cell viability assay.
For this, an average of 103 cells/well were seeded into 96-
well plates and allowed to grow for 48 h in the incubator.
Thereafter the confluency was verified, the culture medium
was removed and 100 μL of new media containing AgNP
was added using stock solution and its 1:10 and 1:100
dillutions. Comparing with concentration used for BPE
measurements, this is equivalent to 10−8 , 10−9, and 10−10

M concentrations in the BPE experiment, where we used
105 cells seeded per 1 mL. The solvent (PBS, PH 7.4) was
used as blanks and fully vital cells that were not exposed to
the nanoparticles as controls. After 24 h incubation 10 μl of
MTT stock solution (5 mg/ml) was added to each well. Cell
viability was measured 4 h later after the supernatant was
removed and cells were lysed with 100 μl of acidic
isopropanol (0.04 N HCl in isopropanol). Absorbance was
recorded at 540 nm using a microplate reader (Fisher
Scientific, Hudson, NH). The OD value of the control cells
(nanoparticle-free medium) was taken as 1.0 and propor-
tionate change in OD as affected by AgNP, MVP, and NaN3

were determined. All experiments were set up in triplicates
and repeated twice for statistical analysis. Results were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation.

3 Results and discussions

Measuring biophoton emission from various cell lines was
seldom performed due to the low intensity and the presence
of delayed luminescence (DL) after light exposure. Long-
time measurements indicate that the average luminescence
depends on the number of cells and the phase of growing
(Takeda et al. 2004; Popp 2009). In the plateau phase, the

average luminescence however is constant for hours. The
most important interfering factor is the DL due to exposure
to light during experimental procedures. However, sub-
culturing the cells in a closed incubator inside a dark room
and transferring the cells from the incubator to the detection
area in an environment illuminated only with a red safe light
minimized the exposure to light. In the same time, the
illumination with red light provided the least amount of
energy compared with shorter wavelengths or white light
reducing the probability of external photo-excitation of in-
trinsic chromophores or photosensitive biological processes.
Typical kinetics of the measurements is shown in Fig. 2
displaying a decay curve and low intensity signal that sta-
bilizes in minutes. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that after 3 to
5 min in our experimental setup, the effects of DL vanished
and steady-state measurements could be recorded. All fur-
ther results analyzed here were performed after DL vanished
and the emission reached the steady-state phase. The
collecting time for each steady measurement was 200 s
(i.e., the last 200 s in the 500 s measurement displayed in
Fig. 2).

The preincubation with AgNP leads to increase steady-
state luminescence as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the
presence of AgNP enhances the BPE in an almost linear
fashion at lower concentration values while reaching a pla-
teau at higher concentration. This behavior is usually seen in
most luminescence experiments due to multiple factors in-
cluding concentration quenching, scattering, and absorption.
Nevertheless, AgNPs act as a stimulator of luminescent
processes, effect that may be useful in imaging or in light
therapies. In order to better understand the process by which
BPE is enhanced in the presence of AgNP, further investi-
gations were conducted.
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Fig. 2 Typical initial kinetics of BPE measurements of PC3 cells. The
steady-state luminescence is reached after an initial decay that last up
to 300 s
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The mechanisms of light emission are a subject of con-
tinuous debate in the biophotonic field (Popp et al. 1988;
Cohen and Popp 1997; Kobayashi and Inaba 2000; Chang
2008; Brizhik 2008; Bajpai 2003). Chemiluminescence as a
mechanism of producing excited species that emit light by
themselves or transfer their energy to intrinsic fluorophores
is a widespread model. Although spectral analysis is not
feasible due to very low emission intensities some data
suggest a broad emission in the entire visible spectrum
(Popp et al. 1988, 2003, 1994) therefore the identification
of emitting species is not an easy task. Among suggested
excited species one of major importance for biological stud-
ies that can trigger a cascade of other excited species is
singlet oxygen (1O2) (Villablanca and Cilento 1985;
Cilento 1988; Rastogi and Pospíšil 2010). Detecting 1O2

can be done by direct measurements by its infrared emission
at 1,270 nm or by indirect measurements using inhibitors or
sensors selectively sensitive to 1O2. In our experiments, we
employed the latter method using MVP as a 1O2 sensor and
NaN3 as a

1O2 scavenger. The effects of the addition of the
singlet oxygen luminescent sensor (MVP) or scavenger
(NaN3) are presented in Fig. 4 for the normal cell culture
to establish reference values. The presence of the 1O2 scav-
enger decreased the intensity of luminescence while the
presence of the 1O2 sensor increases it confirming the pres-
ence of 1O2 in normal cells. The effect of AgNP (at 10−10M)
on the BPE recorded in the presence of NaN3 and MVP is
shown in Fig. 5. The results show that the addition of NaN3

decreases BPE whereas MVP addition increases the BPE in
similar manner as with cells cultivated in normal media. It
can be seen that the presence of AgNP also increases BPE in
the presence of NaN3, the

1O2 scavenger, however, at a less
extent than in the control cells (1.2 versus 1.4 cps).
Calculating relative change in luminescence as [L(test)−
L(control)] /L(control) where L is the average luminescence
after subtracting the background we obtain a 33 % decrease
in luminescence with addition of NaN3. This reduction is
decreased to 11 % in the presence of AgNP.

The results presented in Fig. 4 confirm that 1O2 is gen-
erated during normal cell metabolism as sensed by MVP
and that reactions initiated by 1O2 contributes at least one
third of the average cell’s luminescence as shown by inhi-
bition with NaN3. This complements previous results of Van
Wijk (2008) and of Rastogi and Pospíšil (2010) for normal
cells, by demonstrating that for cancer cells there also is
continuous 1O2 production and that 1O2 is one but not the
only source of BPE. On the other hand, AgNP increases the
BPE in all cases, including in the presence of MVP and
NaN3 (Fig. 5). As a control, a direct test of MVP lumines-
cence generated by direct interaction with AgNp was
performed and no MVP emission was detected for concen-
trations used above. Both the increase of the luminescence
in the presence of MVP and its quenching by NaN3 con-
firms that AgNP themselves contribute to generation of
singlet oxygen, hypothesis suggested before (Hossu et al.
2010; Ahamed et al. 2008; Carlson et al. 2008). The phe-
nomenon is believed to be initiated by superoxide radicals
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Fig. 3 Dependence of BPE on AgNP concentration. BPE of PC3 cells
incubated with different concentrations of AgNP was measured in its
steady-state phase and after 24-h incubation with NP
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Fig. 4 The effect of the presence of 1O2 scavenger (NaN3) or sensor
(MVP) on BPE of PC3 cells. Each column represents the average of
three independet experiments
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Fig. 5 The comparisson of BPE of control cells (dark gray bars)
versus cells incubated with AgNP (light gray bars), in the presence
of 1O2 scavenger (NaN3) or sensor (MVP). Each column represents the
average of three independet experiments
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that are produced directly at AgNP interface, released into
the media where they initiate the cascade of reactions com-
mon to ROS. These reactions are already part of the cellular
metabolism leading to singlet oxygen and excited carbonyl
groups (Kobayashi and Inaba 2000; Chang 2008) that emits
light themselves or further trigger chemical reactions in-
volving secondary excited species. Nevertheless, the pres-
ence of AgNPs in the concentration used in our experiments
confirms that they enhance the BPE due to the contribution
of these oxidative reactions initiated by 1O2.

The second mechanism of BPE that can be affected by
AgNP is the intrinsic cellular florescence (Hossu et al. 2010;
Popp 2008). In this case, high energetic chemical reactions
instead of leading directly to luminescent species, transfer
the energy of the intermediate excited complex to vicinity
fluorophores. On the other hand, it was demonstrated that
metal nanoparticles enhances the surrounding electromag-
netic field through a plasmon resonance mechanism (Aslan
et al. 2005; Chen and Sun 2008; Biju et al. 2008; Lakowicz
et al. 2008), leading to enhance excitation and to stimulated
fluorescent emission. For this process to happen, the NPs
need to be located in the vicinity of luminescent molecules
at very short distances and for duration longer than relaxa-
tion time. The absorption of AgNPs inside various compart-
ments of cells has already been documented (Carlson et al.
2008; Davda and Labhasetwar 2002). The process is depen-
dent of many variables like: cell type, exposure surface,
AgNP size, and surface coating. In time, due to internal
cellular traffic NPs will be segregated and they may also
agglomerate. Taking into account that the cellular content is
an actual gel like structure and that there are plenty of
exposed –SH and –NH2 groups that interact strongly with
AgNP, it can be inferred that the average distance between
AgNP and optic active molecules inside cells is short
enough and fluctuates slow enough to allow for energy
transfer to these other luminescent species to take place.
Corroborating these facts with our results that 1O2 scavenger
could not prevent increase of BPE by AgNPs, we consider
then that AgNPs also increase bioluminescence by plasmon
resonance enhancement of energy transfer to vicinity chro-
mophores and of their fluorescence.

Finally, some of the BPE reactions were suggested to be
the result of reactions involved in cell death and apoptosis
[Cohen and Popp 1997; Sławinski 2003], mostly due to
unchecked oxidative reactions. Since this imply that AgNP
toxicity in addition to altering BPE will also induce cell
death, we verified if cell destruction by AgNP happens in
our case by using MTT cell viability assay. Due to the fact
that the initial concentration of cells used for the assay was
smaller than the one used in BPE emission, we could study
the effects of AgNP in concentration up to ten times higher
than initial relative concentration. The results of the assay
are shown in Fig. 6. The results demonstrate that even at

concentration of AgNP ten times higher than those used
in BPE measurements the viability of the cells was
statistically similar. Therefore, we can conclude that at
used concentration, AgNP does not enhance apoptotic
cellular mechanisms of PC3 cells. On the other hand,
the fact that ROS are generated via 1O2 mechanism, it
opens the door for AgNP to be used as possible sensi-
tizer in therapies that implies the presence of 1O2 and
ROS as a mechanism of action.

4 Conclusions

The effect of AgNP on human tissue is of real interest due to
increase presence of AgNP in household and therapeutic
available products. We demonstrated that AgNP enhanced
BPE in PC3 cells, that the emission increases with AgNP
concentration, and that AgNP do not affect cell viability in
concentrations used. One proposed mechanism is the en-
hanced production of 1O2 and the results supporting this
theory were presented. The luminescence was not complete-
ly prevented by 1O2 scavengers suggesting that other oxy-
gen independent mechanisms also contribute to BPE.
Reasons to support plasmon resonant enhancement of in-
trinsic fluorescence as a second BPE enhancing mechanism
were also discussed.
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Highlights Enhanced biophoton emission of PC3 cancer cells was
detected in the presence of Ag nanoparticles (NP); cells survival is not
affected by the presence of AgNP; singlet oxygen contribution to
bioluminescence was demonstrated; plasmon resonance enhancement
of intrinsic fluorescence by AgNP is discussed as a secondary biolu-
minescence enhancer.

Fig. 6 Cell viability in the presence of AgNP. MTT assay data for:
×0.1, ×1, and ×10 respectively of initial 100 μL of 10−9M AgNP added
to culture wells seeded with 1,000 cells/100 μL
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